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Introduction 

This document is a summary of requirements to setup and use the new TDS service from IRD, 
alongside NZ Tax April 2019 release software. 

From April 2019 the existing service provided by IRD via the B2B service, in respect of tax 
notices and IRD transactions, will be replaced by a new service known as TDS (Transactional 
Data Services). 

This offers a number of enhancements including the re-introduction of GST data which has not 
been available this way for a number of years. 

In terms of a Tax Agents’ usual process, you will notice little change once using the new 
system, since tax notices and transactional data will continue to be received and processed as 
before. This includes the matching of payments, refunds etc and the processing of any notices 
received using the compliance admin functions in APS Tax. 

However, to take advantage of this new service and continue receiving correct transactional 
date from IRD, you will be required to upgrade to Practice Management version 11, and have 
activated Cloud Services functionality, if you have not already done so. 
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General information 

 

TDS Pre-requisites  

• Practice Management version 11. 

• NZ Tax April release (2019.4). 

• PM cloud services enabled. 
 
Note that although the usual prerequisites for use of APS Tax is PM 9.15, only PM 11 
allows installation of cloud services which are required for TDS to be enabled and 
connected to IRD. Only clients not intending to connect to TDS (and therefore not 
receive any IRD Transactional data) may continue to use versions of PM prior to 
version 11. 

Steps to enable TDS  

1) Install Practice Management Version 11 if you have not already done so.  

PM V11 and cloud service information can be found here: PM11 and Cloud Services 

2) Enable cloud services from Practice Management version 11. Documentation for this 
process is available at PM11 and Cloud Services 

3) Install NZ Tax April release software. 

4) Enable the Tax Agent linking, this is detailed in this document. 

 

https://go.aps-advance.com/pm11/upgrade/downloads?utm_source=email&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=tax&utm_term=200191
https://go.aps-advance.com/pm11/upgrade/downloads?utm_source=email&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=tax&utm_term=200191
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 Tax Agent Linking 

The process of linking each tax agent with IRD is required as part of the TDS process, to ensure 
that the correct IRD transactional data is received. 

If you use multiple tax agent IDs for your practice, this process will need to be repeated for each 
one. However, this is a one-off process and will not need to be repeated unless additional Tax 
Agents are added. 

To enable the Tax Agent link, you will require the Client List ID for each tax agent. This is 
obtainable from your tax agent’s login to myIRD website under My Business, Manage my 
agency page. 

 

The client list ID may appear similar to the IRD number for each Tax agent. If you have only the 
one tax agent, it is likely to be the same as your IRD number. 

 

To apply this, firstly open the Tax Agent console from the APS main menu: 
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If the Web Page is not visible, it will need to be enabled in JOE Admin, by enabling both of the 
settings shown below, this setting is per user: 
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In the Tax Agent selector, type * and tab to show all available Tax Agents that you currently 
have set up (many clients will have just one). 

Choose the agent and select Web page from the list of pages on the left. 

Enter the client list id obtained earlier from the myIRD webpage and select Agent Web view 
button. This will launch into the Reckon APS Agent link page. 

The cloud service logon will appear (if not already logged in via another process) 

 

Once logged in you will be shown this page: 
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From this page you are able to Link or Delink, according to the current status of the selected 
Tax Agent. 

Click the Link button and you will be redirected to the IRD login page, to confirm your 
credentials. 

Once successful, you will be redirected back to the previous page and the link created. 

Once linked, the option will change to Delink, should this ever be required. 

Repeat the above for all Tax Agents you wish to connect to TDS. 

 

What information will be received 

TDS provides data for all of the major tax types. Previously, we have not been able to provide 
transactional data for GST, but this will now be available. 
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TDS will also be able to receive many other tax types transactions which aren’t necessarily 
used by or relevant to most client’s processes in APS Tax. 

It is possible to determine which tax types are seen with the Tax Application by referring to the 
IRD Tax Types page in the Compliance Admin console. 

Below is a typical example of how this might be configured: 

 

How this will be received 

In terms of how IRD transactional data is received, there is no change to the information that 
you will see or the way in which it is processed. 

You will be able to receive transactions both daily and weekly. Individual ledgers can be 
synched with IRD using the green sync button exactly as before. 

Visually, the Transaction type descriptions will change for the new system, but these changes 
are minimal and will be similar to the previous B2B descriptions provided by TAWS.  

In addition, TDS now includes the ability for Tax Agents to receive GST transactional data, a 
service that has not been available for a number of years. Therefore, once connected to TDS 
service, you may notice historical GST related data being received. 

Processing IRD transactions 

There is no change to the process or procedures required to action the Tax 
notices/transactional data received from IRD. 

In the April 2019 Tax release, the Tax Notices page in Compliance Admin Console, now 
displays Tax Notices split/separated into separate 'tabbed' views. This is to allow the Tax 
Administrator to view a group of notices that fall into each particular category and allows notices 
not requiring administrator action to be processed in bulk. This allows the function to process 
more quickly, efficiently and permits handling on an 'exception based' requirement. This is an 
additional enhancement and not linked to the TDS implementation. 
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More information on the Tax Notices enhancements can be found in the April 2019.04 Release 
Notes. 

 

 


